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Abstract. The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is the computational workhorse for
Bayesian inverse problems. However, MCMC struggles in high-dimensional parameter spaces, since
its iterates must sequentially explore the high-dimensional space. This struggle is compounded in
physical applications when the nonlinear forward model is computationally expensive. One approach
to accelerate MCMC is to reduce the dimension of the state space. Active subspaces are part of an
emerging set of tools for subspace-based dimension reduction. An active subspace in a given inverse
problem indicates a separation between a low-dimensional subspace that is informed by the data
and its orthogonal complement that is constrained by the prior. With this information, one can
run the sequential MCMC on the active variables while sampling independently according to the
prior on the inactive variables. However, this approach to increase efficiency may introduce bias.
We provide a bound on the Hellinger distance between the true posterior and its active subspaceexploiting approximation. And we demonstrate the active subspace-accelerated MCMC on two
computational examples: (i) a two-dimensional parameter space with a quadratic forward model
and one-dimensional active subspace and (ii) a 100-dimensional parameter space with a PDE-based
forward model and a two-dimensional active subspace.
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1. Introduction. Modern computing enables powerful Bayesian inference methods to quantify uncertainty in complex science and engineering models. The workhorse
of these methods is Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), which constructs a Markov
chain whose steps produce correlated samples from the conditional posterior density
of the parameters given data. Several excellent references introduce and develop the
theory and practice of MCMC in the context of statistical inverse problems [3, 22, 27].
However, standard MCMC remains an inefficient tool when (i) the dimension of the
parameter space is large and/or (ii) the forward model in the likelihood is expensive.
Recent papers have proposed strategies to increase MCMC’s efficiency by introducing structure-exploiting proposal densities [1, 20, 28, 18, 24, 5]. When the forward
model numerically approximates a PDE solution, the differential operators may enable
MCMC variants whose state space dimension is independent of the PDE discretization [4, 5, 24, 14].
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MCMC struggles in high dimensions because the Markov chain must explore the
high-dimensional space to find regions of relatively high posterior probability. The recent paper by Cui et al. [14] seeks to reduce the Markov chain’s state space dimension
by identifying a low-dimensional likelihood-informed subspace. When an inverse problem is ill-posed, the data does not inform all parameters; Cui et al. use the eigendecomposition of the negative log-likelihood’s Hessian—averaged over the parameter
space with respect to the posterior—to identify a data-informed subspace; its orthogonal complement is informed by the prior. This separation leads to an efficient MCMC
method when the forward model is twice differentiable, the prior is Gaussian, and
the noise is Gaussian. They have extended these ideas to develop optimal posterior
covariance approximations for linear forward models [26] and dimension-independent
methods for infinite dimensional problems [13].
Our recent work in active subspaces resembles the subspace-based dimension reduction of Cui et al. [14], though the context is broader than statistical inverse problems. The active subspace is defined for a scalar-valued, multivariate function; the
active subspace basis consists of the principal eigenvectors of the average outer product of the gradient with itself. When a function admits an active subspace, one can
exploit the low-dimensional structure to enable approximation, integration, and optimization in high dimensions [9, 11, 8]. We have applied this technique to help study
aerospace models [10, 23], hydrological models [21], and solar cell models [12]. We
review active subspaces and the resulting approximations in section 2.
In this paper, we seek to discover the active subspace from the negative loglikelihood in a Bayesian inverse problem. If the negative log-likelihood admits an
active subspace, then we use the active subspace to construct a function that approximates the Bayesian posterior. The approximate posterior enables an efficient MCMC
that exploits the low-dimensional structure; the Markov chain operates on the active
variables (i.e., the coordinates of the active subspace), while the inactive variables are
drawn independently from their derived prior. In contrast to the likelihood-informed
subspace of Cui et al. [14], the active subspace is defined by the gradient of the negative log-likelihood instead of a Gauss–Newton-based approximation of its Hessian.
Additionally, the matrix that defines the active subspace is an average with respect to
the prior as opposed to the posterior. This choice is computationally appealing, since
one can draw independent samples from the prior and estimate integrals with standard Monte Carlo. Consequently, computing the active subspace is a preprocessing
step that occurs before the MCMC.
In section 3, we analyze the approximation error in the posterior, measured by
the Hellinger distance. We detail the MCMC algorithm with the active subspace in
section 4. We demonstrate the approach in two synthetic Bayesian inverse problems:
(i) a quadratic forward model with a two-dimensional parameter space and (ii) a
forward model governed by Poisson’s equation, where the data are the PDE solution—
perturbed by noise—at points on the boundary, and the parameters are the coefficients
of the differential operator. We describe the models and show results in section 5.
In section 6, we summarize the method and discuss some practical limitations and
future work.
2. Active subspaces. The following description of active subspaces can be
found in [9, 8]; we include this section to keep the paper reasonably self-contained. Let
f = f (x) be a function from Rm to R; the input vector x ∈ Rm has m independent
components. Let ρ : R → R+ be a given probability density function. Assume that
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ρ = ρ(x) and x are such that
Z
(2.1)
x ρ dx = 0,

Z
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x xT ρ dx = I,

where I is the m × m identity matrix.1 Also assume that f is differentiable with
gradient vector ∇f (x) ∈ Rm , whose components are square-integrable with respect
to ρ. Define the m × m symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix C and its eigenvalue
decomposition as
Z
(2.2)
C =
∇f (x) ∇f (x)T ρ(x) dx = W ΛW T ,
where W is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors, and Λ is the diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues ordered in descending order. The ith eigenvalue λi satisfies
Z
2
(2.3)
λi = wiT C wi =
wiT ∇f (x) ρ(x) dx.
In words, (2.3) means that the ith eigenvalue measures the average, squared directional derivative of f along the corresponding eigenvector wi . Thus, λi = 0 if and
only if f is constant along the direction wi in Rm .
To define the active subspace, assume λn > λn+1 for some n < m and partition
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors as




Λ1
(2.4)
Λ =
,
W = W1 W2 ,
Λ2
where Λ1 contains the first n eigenvalues, and the columns of W1 are the first n
eigenvectors. The active subspace is the span of the columns of W1 . However, the
active subspace is not necessarily a subset of the domain of f —even when the domain
of f is Rm . Instead, the columns of W1 are a set of directions; perturbing x along
these directions changes f (x) more, on average, than perturbing x along the directions
corresponding to the columns of W2 . Any x ∈ Rm can be written
(2.5)

x = W1 W1T x + W2 W2T x = W1 y + W2 z,

where y = W1T x are the active variables and z = W2T x are the inactive variables.
The density function ρ begets a joint density between the active and inactive variables,
(2.6)

ρ(x) = ρ(W1 y + W2 z) = ρ(y, z),

which leads to marginal and conditional densities under the standard construction.
If ρ is a standard Gaussian density on x, then, due to the orthogonal columns of W1
and W2 , the marginal and conditional densities on y and z are standard Gaussian
densities on Rn and Rm−n , respectively.
2.1. Approximation with the active subspace. If λ1 , . . . , λn are much larger
than λn+1 , . . . , λm , then we can approximate f by a function of n < m linear combinations of x. To construct this approximation, define g : Rn → R by the conditional
average of f given y,
Z
(2.7)
g(y) =
f (W1 y + W2 z) ρ(z|y) dz,
1 Any

random vector with a full rank covariance can be shifted and linearly transformed to satisfy
the zero-mean and identity covariance assumptions.
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where ρ(z|y) is the conditional density of z given y. Under this construction, we have
the following bound on the root-mean-squared error of the approximation f (x) ≈
g(W1T x).
Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 3.1 in [9]).
Z
(f (x) −

(2.8)

g(W1T x))2

1/2
≤ C (λn+1 + · · · + λm )1/2 ,
ρ dx

where C is the Poincaré constant associated with the density ρ.
If ρ is a standard Gaussian density, then C in (2.8) is 1 [7]. The conditional
expectation in (2.7) is not useful for computation, since evaluating g(y) involves
computing an (n − m)-dimensional integral. To move toward a useful computational
tool, we introduce the Monte Carlo approximation, ĝ ≈ g, defined as
(2.9)

ĝ(y) =

M
1 X
f (W1 y + W2 zi ),
M i=1

where zi are drawn independently according to the conditional density ρ(z|y). The
approximation f (x) ≈ ĝ(W1T x) admits the following root-mean-squared error estimate.
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 3.2 in [9]).
Z
(2.10)

(f (x) −

ĝ(W1T x))2

1/2
ρ dx

≤ C(1 + M −1/2 )(λn+1 + · · · + λm )1/2 ,

where C is the constant from Theorem 2.1.
If f is such that the eigenvalues λn+1 = · · · = λm = 0, then the Monte Carlo
estimate is exact for any number M > 0 of samples. Another way to see this is that
λn+1 = · · · = λm = 0 implies f is constant along the directions corresponding to W2 ’s
columns, and the average of a constant is the constant.
2.2. Computing the active subspace with Monte Carlo. We assume that
the dimension m is sufficiently large that Monte Carlo is the most practical choice
to estimate the matrix C in (2.2). (The two-parameter example in section 5.1 uses
a tensor product Gauss–Hermite quadrature rule.) Our recent work analyzes the
Monte Carlo approximation [11]. Let xj with j = 1, . . . , N be drawn independently
according to the density ρ. For each xj , compute the gradient ∇fj = ∇f (xj ). Then
approximate
(2.11)

C ≈ Ĉ =

N
1 X
∇fj ∇fjT = Ŵ Λ̂Ŵ T .
N j=1

Let the estimated eigenvalues Λ̂ and eigenvectors Ŵ be partitioned as in (2.4). Let ε
be the error in the estimated active subspace,
(2.12)

ε = kW1 W1T − Ŵ1 Ŵ1T k = kŴ1T W2 k,

where k · k is the matrix 2-norm; see [19, section 2.5.3]. In [11], we show that when
the number N of samples in (2.11) is greater than a problem dependent lower bound,
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the relative error in the estimated eigenvalues Λ̂ falls below a user-specified tolerance
with high probability; the lower bound grows as the log of the dimension m. With
sufficient samples, the subspace error ε in (2.12) satisfies [11, Corollary 3.7]
ε ≤

(2.13)

4 λ1 δ
,
λn − λn+1

where δ is the user-specified error tolerance for the eigenvalue estimates. In practice,
if we observe a gap between λ̂n and λ̂n+1 , then the Monte Carlo procedure gives a
good estimate of the n-dimensional subspace.
2.3. Approximation with the estimated active subspace. Practical versions of the approximations in (2.7) and (2.9) use the estimated eigenvectors Ŵ1 .
The estimated active and inactive variables are ŷ = Ŵ1T x and ẑ = Ŵ2T x, respectively. And the joint density is similar to (2.6), since Ŵ is an orthogonal matrix. The
conditional average using the estimated eigenvectors is
Z
(2.14)
gε (ŷ) =
f (Ŵ1 ŷ + Ŵ2 ẑ) ρ(ẑ|ŷ) dẑ.
The root-mean-squared error in the approximation f (x) ≈ gε (Ŵ1T x) is given in the
next theorem.
Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 3.5 in [9]).
Z
1/2
T
2
(f (x) − gε (Ŵ1 x)) ρ dx
(2.15)


≤ C ε(λ1 + · · · + λn )1/2 + (λn+1 + · · · + λm )1/2 ,
where C is from Theorem 2.1 and ε is the subspace error from (2.12).
When the error ε in the estimated subspace (see (2.12)) is not zero, the error
estimate includes contributions from the larger eigenvalues. The Monte Carlo estimate
ĝε of the conditional average gε is
(2.16)

ĝε (ŷ) =

M
1 X
f (Ŵ1 ŷ + Ŵ2 ẑi ),
M i=1

where ẑi are drawn independently from the conditional density ρ(ẑ|ŷ). The next
theorem bounds the root-mean-squared error in the Monte Carlo approximation.
Theorem 2.4 (Theorem 3.6 in [9]).
Z
1/2
(f (x) − ĝε (Ŵ1T x))2 ρ dx
(2.17)



≤ C(1 + M −1/2 ) ε(λ1 + · · · + λn )1/2 + (λn+1 + · · · + λm )1/2 ,

where C is from Theorem 2.1 and ε is the subspace error from (2.12).
To summarize, we introduce four low-dimensional approximations for f (x) that
exploit the active subspace: (i) the conditional average g (2.7), (ii) a Monte Carlo approximation ĝ (2.9) of the conditional average, (iii) the conditional average gε (2.14)
constructed with estimated eigenvectors Ŵ1 , and (iv) the Monte Carlo approximation ĝε (2.16) of the conditional average gε . For each approximation, we bound the
root-mean-squared error by C’s eigenvalues and the subspace error. Practical computations use ĝε .
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3. Approximating the Bayesian posterior. We consider the following
Bayesian inverse problem. Assume an additive noise model,
(3.1)

d = m(x) + e,

where d ∈ Rd are the random data, x ∈ Rm are the random parameters, m : Rm → Rd
is the deterministic map from parameters to observables (e.g., the observation operator
composed with the forward model in PDE-based inverse problems), and e ∈ Rd is the
random noise. We assume that m is a differentiable function of x. For simplicity,
we assume e is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with covariance σ 2 I; correlated
noise can be transformed to uncorrelated noise with standard linear transformations
using the square root of the noise covariance matrix. The Gaussian noise assumption
leads to the likelihood,


−kd − m(x)k2
,
(3.2)
ρlik (d, x) = exp
2σ 2
where k · k is the Euclidean norm. Denote the prior density on the parameters by
ρpri (x), and let ρpos (x) be the conditional density of x given d. The Bayes Theorem
implies
Z
−1
(3.3)
ρpos (x) = cpos ρlik (d, x) ρpri (x),
cpos =
ρlik (d, x) ρpri (x) dx.
3.1. Identifying the active subspace. To apply the active subspace machinery from section 2, we must identify the scalar-valued function f (x) and the density
function ρ(x) in (2.2). Similar to the likelihood-informed subspace of Cui et al. [14],
we choose f (x) to be the negative log-likelihood,
(3.4)

f (x) =

1
kd − m(x)k2 .
2σ 2

This function is often called the data misfit function, or just misfit, and it is closely
related to an optimizer’s objective function in deterministic inverse problems. For a
given point in the parameter space, f (x) measures how far the modeled observations
are from the given data. If we use the misfit to define the active subspace, then the
orthogonal complement—i.e., the inactive subspace—identifies directions along which
the likelihood is relatively flat. Perturbing the parameters along the inactive subspace
changes the likelihood relatively little, on average. We wish to exploit this structure,
when present, to accelerate the MCMC. The gradient of the misfit is
(3.5)

∇f (x) =

1
∇m(x)T (d − m(x)),
σ2

where ∇m ∈ Rd×m is the Jacobian of the parameter-to-observable map. The misfit
and its gradient depend on the data d; this becomes important when we choose ρ.
3.2. Integrating against the prior. Cui et al. [14] average the misfit’s priorpreconditioned Gauss–Newton Hessian with respect to the posterior density in (3.3) to
estimate the likelihood-informed subspace. Their subspace is then conditioned on the
data. In contrast, we compute the averages defining C in (2.2) using ρ = ρpri , which
requires careful interpretation of the data d. In the model (3.1), d is a random variable
whose mean depends on x; in other words, d and x are not independent. Therefore,
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we cannot integrate against the prior without d changing as x varies. However, if we
treat the realization d as a fixed and constant vector, then we can integrate ∇f ∇f T ,
which depends on d, against a density function equal to ρpri without issue. The
integrals defining C from (2.2) and the approximation g from (2.7) are well-defined.
We sacrifice the probabilistic interpretation of the data d. Hence, we also sacrifice the
interpretation of C and all derived quantities as random variables conditioned on d;
instead, they are functions of the fixed vector d. Additionally, if we are given a new
set of data, then we must recompute the active subspace. But we gain the practical
advantage of estimating C with simple Monte Carlo as in section 2.2, since we can
sample independently from the density ρpri . With this choice of ρ, the Monte Carlo–
based eigenvector estimates Ŵ from (2.11) are computable, and approximations to
the misfit f (x), namely, ĝ from (2.9), gε from (2.14), and ĝε from (2.16), are also
well-defined.
Consider the approximation f (x) ≈ g(W1T x) from (2.7). The prior can be factored as
(3.6)

ρpri (x) = ρpri (y, z) = ρpri (y) ρpri (z|y),

where ρpri (y) is the marginal density of y and ρpri (z|y) is the conditional density of z
given y. If ρpri (x) is a standard Gaussian on Rm , then ρpri (y) is a standard Gaussian
on Rn , and ρpri (z|y) is a standard Gaussian on Rm−n that is independent of y. We
construct an approximate posterior π(x) as
ρpos (x) ≈ π(x)
T
= c−1
π exp(−g(W1 x)) ρpri (x)

(3.7)

= c−1
π exp(−g(y)) ρpri (y) ρpri (z|y),
where
Z
(3.8)

cπ =

exp(−g(W1T x)) ρpri (x) dx.

Since exp(·) > 0, cπ > 0. Also, g ≥ 0 implies exp(−g) ≤ 1, so cπ ≤ 1. The
approximation in (3.7) suggests a strategy for MCMC that runs the Markov chain
only on the active variables y while sampling independently from the prior ρpri (z|y) on
the inactive variables; we explore this strategy in section 4. Before the computational
exploration, we study the approximation properties of π and similar constructions
using ĝ, gε , and ĝε in place of g. We use the Hellinger distance [17] to quantify the
approximation errors.
Theorem 3.1. Let π be defined as in (3.7), and define the approximate posteriors
π̂, πε , and π̂ε using ĝ, gε , and ĝε , respectively, in place of g—all constructed with
ρ = ρpri . Define the constant L as
(3.9)

2

L

1
=
8

Z


 Z
−1/2
exp(−f ) ρpri dx
exp − f ρpri dx
.
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Then the Hellinger distances between the approximate posteriors and the true posterior
ρpos are bounded as follows:
(3.10)
H(ρpos , π) ≤ L C (λn+1 + · · · + λm )1/2 ,
(3.11)
H(ρpos , π̂) ≤ L C




1 + M −1/2 (λn+1 + · · · + λm )1/2 ,




ε (λ1 + · · · + λn )1/2 + (λn+1 + · · · + λm )1/2 ,

(3.12)
H(ρpos , πε ) ≤ L C
(3.13)
H(ρpos , π̂ε ) ≤ L C




1 + M −1/2 ε (λ1 + · · · + λn )1/2 + (λn+1 + · · · + λm )1/2 ,

where C is the Poincaré constant associated with ρpri , M is from (2.9) and (2.16),
and ε is from (2.12).
The bound (3.10) is an improved and extended version of Theorem 4.9 in [8]. The
proof of Theorem 3.1 is in Appendix A. If the eigenvalues λn+1 , . . . , λm are small, and
if the error ε in the numerically estimated active subspace is small, then the Hellinger
distances between the posterior and its approximations are small. The Hellinger
distance is a useful metric, because it provides an upper bound on the posterior mean
and covariance; see [27, Lemma 6.37].
3.3. Linear forward model. Consider the case where the forward model is
linear in the parameters,
(3.14)

m(x) = M x,

M ∈ Rd×m .

Assume M has rank r. If the prior and measurement noise are Gaussian, then the
posterior is a Gaussian density whose mean and covariance have closed-form expressions in terms of the data, the prior covariance, and the noise covariance. A Gaussian
density is completely characterized by its mean and covariance, so this case is not
interesting to study with MCMC. Nevertheless, we can examine how the posterior
approximation π from (3.7) compares to the true posterior. The gradient of the misfit
(3.4) with the linear forward model is
1
M T (M x − d).
σ2
Consider the case where ρpri is a standard Gaussian, i.e.,


−m
−xT x
2
(3.16)
ρpri (x) = (2π)
exp
.
2
(3.15)

∇f (x) =

Using ρ = ρpri , the matrix C from (2.2) is
1
M T (M M T + ddT )M .
σ4
If W1 are the first n < m eigenvectors of C from (3.17), then the conditional average
g(y) from (2.7) is
 T 
Z
−(m−n)
1
−z z
2
2
g(y) =
kM
(W
y
+
W
z)
−
dk
(2π)
exp
dz
1
2
2
2σ
2
(3.18)

1 
2
2
=
kM
W
y
−
dk
+
γ
,
1
2σ 2
(3.17)

C =
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where
(3.19)

γ2 =

Z

zT W2T M T M W2 z (2π)

−(m−n)
2


exp

−zT z
2


dz

is independent of y. The posterior approximation π is


 2
−kM W1 W1T x − dk2
−γ
−1
exp
ρpri (x).
(3.20)
π(x) = cπ exp
2σ 2
2σ 2
Note that exp(−γ 2 /2σ 2 ) is independent of x. Using standard manipulations as in [6,
Chapter 8], we can write down π’s mean µ and covariance matrix Γ,
(3.21)

µ = M̃ T (M̃ M̃ T + σ 2 I)−1 d,
Γ = I − M̃ T (M̃ M̃ T + σ 2 I)−1 M̃ ,

where
(3.22)

M̃ = M W1 W1T .

Since rank(M ) is r, rank(C) ≤ r for C from (3.17). Therefore, C’s eigenvalues
λr+1 , . . . , λm are zero. Applying Theorem 3.1, the Hellinger distance between π and
ρpos is zero when the number n of active variables is greater than or equal to r. In
that case, the mean and covariance approximations in (3.21) are exact.
Flath et al. [15] and Bui-Thanh et al. [4] construct an approximation to the posterior covariance with a rank-k update of the prior covariance. They derive the rank-k
update from the k dominant eigenpairs of the negative log-likelihood’s Hessian, preconditioned by the prior. Spantini et al. [26] recently showed that such an update is
optimal in a general class of matrix norms that implies an optimal posterior approximation in the Hellinger distance. The approximation Γ in (3.21) is indeed a rank-n
update to the prior covariance I. However, it is difficult to compare this update to the
Hessian-based constructions when n < r because the eigenvectors W1 depend on the
fixed data vector d, while the eigenpairs of the negative log-likelihood’s Hessian do
not. It is possible to construct simple cases where the rank-n update in (3.21) is a poor
approximation for a particular fixed d. However, such a deficiency reveals little about
the inverse problem with nonlinear forward models—where MCMC methods are most
appropriate. For nonlinear forward models, it may be that data-dependent approximations (i.e., approximations that depend on d) are preferable to data-independent
approximations for a particular realization of the data.
4. MCMC with the active subspace. Recall that choosing ρ = ρpri in (2.2)
and (2.7) requires us to interpret the data d as a fixed and constant vector; we
sacrifice the probabilistic interpretation of d and any quantities that depend on d.
However, using ρ = ρpri allows us to use simple Monte Carlo to estimate the integrals,
which can be done in parallel. Theorem 3.1 contains error estimates for all likelihood
approximations: the conditional expectation g, its Monte Carlo estimate ĝ, and the
analogous approximations using the estimated eigenvectors, gε and ĝε . We restrict
attention to the computable approximation ĝε (Ŵ1T x) from (2.16) of the misfit f (x)
from (3.4). Recall that ĝε is a Monte Carlo estimate of the conditional expectation of
f given the estimated active variables ŷ = Ŵ1T x.
We first compute the eigenpair estimates Ŵ and Λ̂ with Monte Carlo as in
section 2.2 using the misfit’s gradient (3.5), where the samples xj are drawn independently according to the prior. One can view this step as preprocessing before
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running any MCMC. This preprocessing step checks for exploitable, low-dimensional
structure indicated by (i) a gap in the estimated eigenvalues and (ii) small eigenvalues
following the gap. A gap in the spectrum indicates that the Monte Carlo procedure in
section 2.2 can accurately estimate the active subspace; see (2.13). In [11, section 4],
we describe a practical bootstrap procedure that can aid in assessing the quality of
the estimated active subspace. If the eigenvalues following the gap are small, then
Theorem 3.1 gives confidence that the approximate posterior is close to the true posterior. If these two conditions are not satisfied, then the problem may not be a good
candidate for the proposed active subspace-accelerated MCMC, since there is no evidence that an exploitable active subspace exists based on the misfit function f (x)
and the prior density ρ = ρpri .
Assuming we have identified an active subspace, we propose an MCMC method
that exploits the low-dimensional structure. Algorithm 1 is an active subspaceexploiting variant of the Metropolis–Hastings method, sometimes called the random
walk method, outlined by Kaipio and Somersalo [22, Chapter 3]. The essential idea
is to run the Markov chain only on the n active variables instead of all m variables.
Therefore, we expect the chain to mix faster than MCMC on all m variables. We do
not compare to more sophisticated sampling schemes, because they can be adapted
to exploit the active subspace in the same way.
Algorithm 1. MCMC with the active subspace.
Pick an initial value ŷ1 , and compute ĝε (ŷ1 ). Set k = 1.
1. Draw ŷ0 ∈ Rn from a symmetric proposal density centered at ŷk .
2. Compute ĝε (ŷ0 ) as in (2.16), where f is the misfit function (3.4), and ẑi are
drawn independently according to ρ(ẑ|ŷ), which is a standard Gaussian on
Rm−n .
3. Compute the acceptance ratio


exp(−ĝε (ŷ0 ))ρpri (ŷ0 )
0
.
(4.1)
γ(ŷk , ŷ ) = minimum 1,
exp(−ĝε (ŷk ))ρpri (ŷk )
4. Draw t uniformly from [0, 1].
5. If γ(ŷk , ŷ0 ) ≥ t, set ŷk+1 = ŷ0 . Otherwise, set ŷk+1 = ŷk .
6. Increment k and repeat.
Step 2 computes ĝε (ŷ0 ) from (2.16). Each sample in (2.16) requires an independent evaluation of the misfit f (x), and hence the parameter-to-observable map m(x).
Therefore, each step of the Markov chain in the n active variables uses M forward
model evaluations—compared to one forward model evaluation for each step in the
standard Metropolis–Hastings. We expect that in many problems (such as the example in section 5), the dimension reduction enabled by the active subspace is far
more valuable—in terms of forward model evaluations needed to sufficiently sample
the space—than the penalty of a factor of M increase. A factor M increase is much
smaller than the exponential growth of the parameter space with dimension.
How large should M be to compute ĝε in step 2? The error estimate (3.13) in
Theorem 3.1 provides some guidance. Note that M enters the error bound through
the multiplicative term 1 + M −1/2 . Thus, the effect of M is bounded between 1 (for
very large M ) and 2 (for M = 1). In other words, M has relatively little effect on the
error estimate; the eigenvalues matter much more. If the eigenvalues λn+1 , . . . , λm
are small, and if the gap λn − λn+1 is large—implying a small subspace error ε—then
M can be surprisingly small with little effect on the error. However, it is difficult
to provide a universal numerical condition (e.g., a tolerance) for the eigenvalues that
directly leads to a useful M . In the experiment in section 5, we perform a preliminary
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computational experiment that justifies M = 10; we recommend such an experiment
in practice.
Algorithm 1 generates the set {ŷk }. These samples must be transformed to the
space of the original parameters x for inference. For each ŷk , draw independent
realizations of ẑk,` from the conditional density ρpri (ẑ|ŷk ) with ` = 1, . . . , P . Then
construct
(4.2)

xk,` = Ŵ1 ŷk + Ŵ2 ẑk,` .

To be sure, constructing {xk,` } from {ŷk } requires no forward model evaluations;
it only requires that one be able to draw independent samples from the conditional
density ρpri (ẑ|ŷ). If ρpri (x) is a standard Gaussian as in our numerical examples, then
ρpri (ẑ|ŷ) is a standard Gaussian, so drawing independent samples is straightforward.
By a derivation similar to (3.7), the set {xk,` } contains correlated samples from the
approximate posterior π̂ε defined as
(4.3)

T
π̂ε (x) = c−1
π̂ε exp(−ĝε (Ŵ1 x)) ρpri (x),

where
Z
(4.4)

exp(−ĝε (Ŵ1T x)) ρpri (x) dx.

cπ̂ε =

Recall that Theorem 3.1 bounds the Hellinger distance between π̂ε and the true posterior in (3.13). We expect the correlation in the set of samples {xk,` } to be much
smaller than a set of samples drawn with MCMC directly on the parameters x, since
the xk,` ’s from (4.2) contain many independently sampled components, ẑk,` . The
problem in section 5.2 shows an example of such behavior.
5. Numerical experiments. The following experiments used MATLAB 2015b
and Enthought Canopy Python 2.7.9 on a 2013 MacBook Air with 8GB of RAM
for the computations with the quadratic model from section 5.1 and most postprocessing and plotting. The PDE-based experiment from section 5.2 ran on two processors from one node of Colorado School of Mines’ Mio cluster (inside.mines.edu/
mio) using the same Python distribution. The scripts and data to produce the figures for the following numerical experiments can be found at bitbucket.org/paulcon/
accelerating-mcmc-with-active-subspaces.
5.1. Two-parameter model. We first demonstrate the approach on a simple
two-parameter quadratic forward model with a scalar output; in this case d has one
component. Let x = [x1 , x2 ]T , and we assume a standard Gaussian prior. Define the
parameter-to-observable map m(x) as
(5.1)

m(x) =

1 T
x Ax,
2

where
(5.2)

A=Q


1


ε

QT ,

Q=

√
1
√2
2 − 2

√ 
√2 .
2

This map goes into the likelihood (3.2) with noise parameter σ 2 = 0.1, and we set the
fixed data d = 0.9. The parameter ε in (5.2) controls how active the one-dimensional
active subspace is. Figure 5.1 shows two cases: (i) ε = 0.01 and (ii) ε = 0.95. We
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Fig. 5.1. Two cases of A in the forward map (5.1). The first uses ε = 0.01 in (5.2) (top row)
and the second uses ε = 0.95 (bottom row). The leftmost figures show the two eigenvalues from C
in (2.2) computed with a high order Gauss–Hermite quadrature rule. The rightmost figures show
the contours of the posterior density conditioned on d = 0.9. (Colors are visible in the electronic
version.)

compute the elements of C—each a two-dimensional integral—using a tensor product
Gauss–Hermite quadrature rule with 50 points in each dimension. The high order
integration rule eliminates the finite sampling errors present in Monte Carlo estimates.
The eigenvalues of C with ε = 0.01 are shown in Figure 5.1(a). The gap between the
eigenvalues suggests an active one-dimensional active subspace. This is confirmed in
Figure 5.1(b), which plots the skewed contours of the posterior density conditioned on
d = 0.9. The comparable figures for ε = 0.95 are shown in Figures 5.1(c) and 5.1(d),
respectively. In this case, both eigenvalues have the same order of magnitude and the
smallest eigenvalue is large, so they do not suggest an exploitable active subspace.
This is confirmed by the posterior contours that vary significantly in all directions.
Next we compare standard Metropolis–Hastings MCMC on the two-dimensional
parameter space to an active subspace-accelerated MCMC; we use the ε = 0.01 case of
the forward model (5.1) with data d = 0.9. The active subspace-accelerated method
(i) runs Metropolis–Hastings on the estimated active variables ŷ and (ii) samples
independently from the prior on the inactive variables ẑ for each sample of ŷ. In this
case, ŷ and ẑ each have one component. The bivariate standard Gaussian prior on
x implies that the conditional density of ẑ given ŷ is a univariate standard Gaussian
prior.
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Fig. 5.2. Comparison of standard Metropolis–Hastings MCMC to the active subspace accelerated MCMC. (a) Density estimate of the posterior contours for the standard MCMC. (b) The same
contours for the samples from Algorithm 1 using the reconstruction (4.2). The plots directly beneath
them show trace plots for steps 600000 to 605000; notice that the active subspace-accelerated chain
mixes better. The rightmost plots show the univariate posterior on the active variable ŷ (above) and
its trace plot for 10000 representative steps (below). (Colors are visible in the electronic version.)

We run the standard MCMC for 106 steps using a two-dimensional standard
Gaussian proposal density with variance σ 2 = 0.5. The acceptance rate was 12%,
which is not surprising since the true posterior in Figure 5.1(b) shows two small,
separated regions of large posterior probability. Figure 5.2(a) shows the contours of a
bivariate Gaussian kernel density estimate [2] using all 106 steps. Figure 5.2(d) shows
the trace plots for steps 600000 to 605000.
We run the active subspace-accelerated MCMC for 105 steps. At each step, we
evaluate the misfit approximation ĝε (ŷ) with a 10-point Gauss–Hermite quadrature
rule, which is appropriate because (i) ẑ has one component and (ii) the conditional
density of ẑ given ŷ is a standard Gaussian. Since each approximate misfit uses 10
forward model evaluations, the total number of forward model evaluations is the same
for each MCMC method. The proposal density for Metropolis–Hastings on ŷ is a univariate standard Gaussian with variance σ 2 = 0.5, and the acceptance rate was 13%.
We draw P = 10 independent samples from the Gaussian prior on ẑ for each step in
the chain as in (4.2); recall that drawing these samples needs no forward model evaluations. Figure 5.2(b) shows the contours of the approximate posterior density constructed with the same bivariate Gaussian kernel density estimation from samples of
the active subspace-accelerated MCMC; these contours compare favorably to the true
posterior contours in Figure 5.1(b). The trace plots for the x components are shown in
Figure 5.2(e) for steps 600000 to 605000. Notice the difference between the trace plots
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in Figure 5.2(d) and those in Figure 5.2(e). Since ẑ are drawn independently according
to their Gaussian prior, the samples from the active subspace-accelerated MCMC are
much less correlated than the samples from MCMC on the two-dimensional x space.
Figure 5.2(c) shows a univariate Gaussian kernel density estimate of the posterior on
ŷ computed with the 105 samples from the Metropolis–Hastings; Figure 5.2(f) shows
the trace plot for steps 60001 to 70000.
In this small example where the misfit admits a one-dimensional active subspace,
the active subspace-accelerated MCMC performs very well. For the same number of
forward model evaluations, the active subspace enables the Metropolis–Hastings to
run on only the active variable ŷ, while the inactive variable ẑ is sampled independently according to its prior. This procedure produces samples of x with very little
correlation.
5.2. PDE model. Next we apply the active subspace-accelerated MCMC on
a synthetic inverse problem derived from a PDE forward model. The PDE solution
u = u(s, x) satisfies
(5.3)

− ∇s · (a ∇s u) = 1,

s ∈ [0, 1]2 .

The coordinates s represent the solution’s spatial variables, and ∇s denotes differentiation with respect to s. The boundary conditions are u = 0 on the bottom (s2 = 0),
left (s1 = 0), and top (s2 = 1) of the domain, and n · (a ∇s u) = 0 on the right
(s1 = 1) of the domain, where n is the unit normal vector. The log of the coefficients
a = a(s, x) is a truncated Karhunen–Loeve series,
(5.4)

log(a(s, x)) =

m
X
√

σi φi (s) xi ,

i=1

with m = 100 terms. The pairs (σi , φi (s)) are the eigenpairs of an exponential twopoint correlation function,


ks1 − s2 k1
(5.5)
C(s1 , s2 ) = exp −
,
β
where k · k1 is the 1-norm on R2 , and β = 0.02 is the correlation length. Note that
the correlation length 0.02 is short compared to the size of the spatial domain, and
the 1-norm generates rough coefficient fields. The Karhunen–Loeve eigenvalues σi are
shown in Figure 5.4(b); their slow decay reflects the short correlation length. Given a
point x = [x1 , . . . , xm ]T , the forward model evaluates the Karhunen–Loeve expansion
(5.4) and solves the PDE (5.3) with second-order finite differences—discretized using
100 points in each spatial dimension. Figure 5.3 shows three realizations of the logcoefficients with parameters drawn according to a standard Gaussian (bottom row)
and their corresponding PDE solutions (top row).
5.3. Parameters and data. The coefficients x in (5.4) are parameters in the
statistical inverse problem. We use a standard Gaussian prior on x, which implies a
Gaussian random field prior on log(a) with a low-rank (m-term) correlation function
approximating (5.5). This setup is similar to the a priori dimension reduction proposed by Marzouk and Najm [25], which, for this case, reduces the dimension of the
parameter space from 10000 to 100 via the truncated Karhunen–Loeve series.
The forward model’s observations come from the PDE solution u evaluated at
seven points on the right boundary, s2 ∈ {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}. The
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Fig. 5.3. The bottom row shows three realizations of the coefficients log(a) with parameters
x drawn according to the prior. The top row shows the corresponding PDE solutions. (Colors are
visible in the electronic version.)

parameter-to-observable map m(x) from (3.1) takes the Karhunen–Loeve coefficients
x and returns the PDE solution at those seven points on the boundary. To generate
the data for the synthetic inverse problem, we draw xtrue according to the prior and
evaluate (3.1) with x = xtrue . The noise is σ 2 = 0.0001 km(xtrue )k22 , which is roughly
1%. In Figure 5.4(a), the black lines are 10 realizations of the PDE solution u on the
right boundary (s1 = 1) with parameters x drawn according to the prior. The blue
dots are the observations from the solution evaluated with x = xtrue , and the red dots
are the observations perturbed by the noise that constitute the synthetic data for the
inverse problem.
5.4. Estimating the active subspace. The Python code that evaluates the
forward model is built using Wang’s automatic differentiation package numpad [29].
This allows us to compute the misfit’s gradient (3.5) efficiently. With the prior ρpri (x),
misfit f (x), and gradient ∇f (x) defined, we can estimate the active subspace. We use
N = 1000 gradient samples in the computation (2.11). Figure 5.5(a) shows the first
seven of the m = 100 eigenvalues and their bootstrap ranges. The gaps between the
first two pairs of eigenvalues suggest that the Monte Carlo approximation (2.11) can
accurately estimate a one- or two-dimensional active subspace. Figure 5.5(b) shows
bootstrap estimates of the subspace error (2.12) as described in [11]. The relatively
small error estimates for the one- and two-dimensional subspaces are consistent with
the eigenvalue gaps. We choose to study a two-dimensional active subspace, since
(i) the gap between eigenvalues λ̂2 and λ̂3 and the estimated subspace error suggest a
good approximation of the subspace, and (ii) the error estimate in Theorem 3.1 then
includes the last 98 eigenvalues instead of the last 99 for a one-dimensional subspace.
In other words, the theoretical error bound for the approximate posterior is smaller
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the observations perturbed by 1% noise to generate synthetic data for the inverse problem. (b) The
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correlation length. (Colors are visible in the electronic version.)
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Fig. 5.5. The left figure shows the first seven of the m = 100 eigenvalues λ̂i from the active
subspace analysis; see (2.2). The large gaps between eigenvalues λ̂1 , λ̂2 and eigenvalues λ̂2 , λ̂3
indicate a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional active subspace. The right figure shows the
estimated subspace error ε from (2.12) using the bootstrap as described in [11].

for a two-dimensional active subspace than for a one-dimensional active subspace.
5.5. Spatial sensitivity. Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) show the first and second
eigenvector components from Ĉ in (2.11). Recall the interpretation of these eigenvectors: perturbing x along some linear combination of the first two eigenvectors changes
the misfit more, on average, than perturbing x in a direction orthogonal to the span
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Fig. 5.6. The top two figures show the first and second eigenvector from Ĉ in (2.11). The
bottom two figures show the corresponding log-coefficient fields when these eigenvectors are plugged
into x in (5.4). These fields can be treated as quantifying the spatial sensitivity of the misfit. (Colors
are visible in the electronic version.)

of the first two eigenvectors. These eigenvectors quantify global sensitivity of the
misfit to the parameters. If we use the eigenvector components as x in (5.4), we get a
spatially varying perturbation of the log-coefficients log(a) that changes the misfit the
most, on average. The spatial perturbation corresponding to the first eigenvector is in
Figure 5.6(c), and the spatial perturbation corresponding to the second eigenvector is
in Figure 5.6(d). The sensitivity is larger near the boundary where the observations
are taken.
5.6. Applying the active subspace-accelerated MCMC. With the eigenvectors Ŵ from (2.11) and the choice of n = 2 (i.e., a two-dimensional active
subspace)—justified by the eigenvalues (Figure 5.5(a)) and subspace error estimates
(Figure 5.5(b))—we can apply the active subspace-accelerated MCMC in Algorithm 1.
To choose the number M of Monte Carlo samples in step 2, we perform the following
experiment:
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Fig. 5.7. Average coefficient of variation as a function of the number M of samples for 100
Monte Carlo estimates of the conditional expectation ĝε (ŷ) from (2.16). We use M = 10 in step 2 of
Algorithm 1, which gives one-to-two digits of accuracy. (Colors are visible in the electronic version.)

1. Draw 100 x’s independently at random according to the Gaussian prior.
2. For each x, let ŷ = Ŵ1T x, and compute the coefficient of variation for the
Monte Carlo estimates,

1/2
PM
1
2
i=1 (f (Ŵ1 ŷ + Ŵ2 ẑi ) − ĝε (ŷ))
M −1
√
(5.6)
,
M ĝε (ŷ)
where ĝε (ŷ) is from (2.16), for M =1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 500.
3. For each M , average the coefficients of variation over all x’s.
Figure 5.7 shows the average coefficients of variation as a function of M . We choose
M = 10 for step 2 in Algorithm 1, which is sufficient for one to two digits of accuracy
from the Monte Carlo estimates ĝε (ŷ).
We use a standard Gaussian proposal density in step 1 of Algorithm 1. We
compare results from two variants of the active subspace-accelerated MCMC: (i) a twodimensional active subspace and a proposal variance of 0.1, and (ii) a two-dimensional
active subspace with a proposal variance of 0.3. Each case ran 50k steps of the Markov
chain, which used 500k forward model evaluations and 120 CPU hours. We discard 10k
steps as a burn-in. For each sample ŷk from the MCMC, we use P = 10 independent
samples of the 98-dimensional inactive variables ẑ drawn according to their standard
Gaussian prior as in (4.2) to construct a chain on the 100-dimensional parameter
space.
We compare the results to a standard Metropolis–Hastings MCMC in all m = 100
dimensions with a Gaussian proposal density with variance 0.1. We refer to this
chain as the vanilla case. The 100-dimensional Markov chain took 500k steps, which
corresponds to 500k forward model evaluations, and we discarded 100k steps as a
burn-in. We do not compare the active subspace-accelerated method to other MCMC
variants, because any of those variants can exploit the active subspace the same way
Algorithm 1 does.
Table 5.1 displays several characteristics of the Markov chains for the three cases.
The first two rows show the proposal density dimension and variance. The twodimensional chains on the active variables ŷ use 50k steps, while the 100-dimensional
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Table 5.1
The first column shows statistics for standard Metropolis–Hastings MCMC on all 100 dimensions, i.e., the vanilla case. The second two columns show cases of Algorithm 1 that exploit the
active subspace. The first row is the dimension of the proposal density. The second row is the
proposal variance. The third row is the number of steps in the MCMC, and the fourth row shows
the number of forward model evaluations. The fifth row shows the acceptance rate. The sixth row
shows the smallest effective sample size over the two active variables for chains operating in the
active subspace. The last row shows the smallest effective sample size over 100 components of the
chain in the original 100-dimensional space.

Proposal dimension
Proposal variance
Number of steps
Number of forward models
Acceptance rate
Min. eff. sample size ŷ
Min. eff. sample size x

Vanilla
100
0.1
500k
500k
60%
N/A
604

AS2, 0.1
2
0.3
50k
500k
80%
198
81986

AS2, 0.3
2
0.1
50k
500k
62%
1053
47281

chain uses 500k steps. Each evaluation of the approximate likelihood ĝε (ŷ) in step
2 of Algorithm 1 uses M = 10 forward model evaluations, so the total number of
forward model evaluations is the same (500k) across all chains. The fifth row shows
the acceptance rates for the chains. Note that the two-dimensional chain can use a
larger proposal variance while maintaining a comparable acceptance rate to the vanilla
case. We compute the effective sample size of the chain’s components as
(5.7)

Nsteps
P2000 ,
1 + 2 k=1 ρk

where Nsteps is the number of steps in the chain, and ρk is the autocorrelation with lag
k. The sixth row of Table 5.1 shows the minimum effective sample size over the two
components of the two-dimensional chain in the coordinates of the active subspace.
The last row shows the minimum effective sample size over all 100 components of the
chains on the full 100-dimensional parameter space. The much larger effective sample
sizes for the active subspace-accelerated chains is due to the independent sampling
according to the prior on the inactive variables.
Figure 5.8(a) shows the autocorrelation function for the 10th component of x
for all three chains on the 100-dimensional parameter space: the standard MCMC
in 100 dimensions (vanilla), the active subspace-accelerated MCMC in 2 dimensions
with proposal variance 0.1 (AS2, 0.1), and the active subspace-accelerated MCMC
in 2 dimensions with proposal variance 0.3 (AS2, 0.3). The other components of x
had similar autocorrelation functions. The slow decay in the vanilla case is due to
the Markov chain operating in all 100 dimensions, while the active subspace accelerated cases run the Markov chain in only two dimensions and draw the remaining
components independently according to the prior. Thus, the iterates in x appear
uncorrelated. The remaining subplots in Figure 5.8 show trace plots of x’s 10th component for all three cases. The active subspace-accelerated method mixes much better
in the space of x due to the independent sampling of ẑ; this faster mixing justifies the
term accelerated in the title.
Figure 5.8 and Table 5.1 suggest that the active subspace-accelerated MCMC
mixes much faster than the vanilla MCMC. But are its iterates producing correlated
samples from a density close to the true posterior? MCMC convergence metrics can
be difficult to interpret for a single chain, so comparing results from different chains
is especially challenging. The reader should treat the following results as qualitative,
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Fig. 5.8. The top left figure shows the autocorrelation function for the 10th component of x in
three cases: (i) the Metropolis–Hastings MCMC in 100 dimensions (vanilla), (ii) Algorithm 1 with
a two-dimensional subspace and proposal variance 0.1 (AS2, 0.1), and (iii) Algorithm 1 with a twodimensional subspace and proposal variance 0.3 (AS2, 0.3). The remaining figures show trace plots
of x10 for all three cases. The active subspace-accelerated MCMC produces Markov chain iterates
with much smaller correlation. (Colors are visible in the electronic version.)

since any quality metrics for the vanilla MCMC are computed from a 100-dimensional
chain with high autocorrelation and low effective sample size; see Table 5.1. We
perform the following test to check the mean and variance of the iterates produced
by the active subspace-accelerated MCMC. We first compute asymptotically valid
99% confidence intervals on the posterior mean and variance from the vanilla MCMC
using consistent batch means as in section 3.1 of Flegal, Haran, and Jones [16] with
parameter θ = 2/3. Let µ̂ ∈ R100 be the sample posterior mean, and let σ̂ 2 ∈ R100 be
the sample posterior variance—both computed from the vanilla MCMC. Denote the
confidence intervals
(5.8)

µ̂` ≤ µ̂ ≤ µ̂u ,

σ̂`2 ≤ σ̂ 2 ≤ σ̂u2 ,
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Fig. 5.9. These figures show the sample moments (black dots) of the active subspace-accelerated
chains shifted by the sample moments from the vanilla chain; the top row shows sample means and
the bottom row shows sample variances. The gray regions are the asymptotically valid 99% confidence
intervals, shifted by the sample moments, computed with consistent batch means as in [16]. The left
column shows the accelerated chain with proposal variance 0.1, and the right column shows the chain
with proposal variance 0.3.

where the inequalities are interpreted componentwise. Denote the sample mean and
2
variance from the active subspace-accelerated chains as µ̂as and σ̂as
, respectively.
2
2
Figure 5.9 compares the shifted moments, µ̂as −µ̂ and σ̂as −σ̂ , to the shifted confidence
intervals,
(5.9)

[µ̂` − µ̂, µ̂u − µ̂],

[σ̂`2 − σ̂ 2 , σ̂u2 − σ̂ 2 ].

Shifting by the sample mean and variance allows easier visual comparison. Figures
5.9(a) and 5.9(c) show (i) the shifted mean and variance (black dots), respectively, for
the active subspace-accelerated chain with proposal variance 0.1 and (ii) the shifted
confidence intervals (gray region). Figures 5.9(b) and 5.9(d) show the same shifted
moments for the accelerated chain with proposal variance 0.3. We also computed the
consistent batch means-based confidence intervals for the accelerated chain’s moments,
but the intervals were very small (within the marker size), so we do not include them
in the plots. The small confidence intervals for the accelerated chain’s moments are
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Fig. 5.10. Bivariate posterior marginals for the first four components from the transformed
variables ŷk = Ŵ T xk , where the set {xk } contains samples from the vanilla MCMC in 100 dimensions with proposal variance 0.1. (Colors are visible in the electronic version.)

consistent with the observed rapid mixing. The bulk of the black dots falls within the
confidence region, which indicates general agreement in the sample moments. The
dots that fall outside the confidence region may indicate bias introduced by the active
subspace-based dimension reduction.
We perform one final qualitative check for the two-dimensional structure using
the iterates from the 100-dimensional vanilla MCMC. With the eigenvectors Ŵ from
(2.11), we can transform all iterates xk from the vanilla chain to the space of active
variables, ŷk = Ŵ T xk . In this transformation, ŷk has 100 components, but they
are ordered like the eigenvalues of Ĉ. In other words, the first two components of
ŷk are comparable to the active variables. Figure 5.10 shows contours of the kernel
density estimates of the bivariate marginals using the first four components from
the samples ŷk ; the axis labels indicate which components are shown. Note that the
active subspace was not employed to generate these samples; they are from the vanilla
MCMC. Nevertheless, the density estimate for first two active variable components, ŷ1
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and ŷ2 , departs from the standard Gaussian prior. In other words, the data updates
this density from the prior. In contrast, the density estimate for components ŷ3 and
ŷ4 more closely resembles the standard Gaussian prior; this pattern continues for
the remaining ŷ components. Postprocessing the vanilla MCMC iterates with the
eigenvectors Ŵ validates the two-dimensional structure suggested by the eigenvalues
in Figure 5.5(a), providing further confirmation that the data informs only a twodimensional subspace in the 100-dimensional parameter space.
6. Summary and conclusions. We have shown how to use the active
subspace—derived from the scalar-valued data misfit and defined with respect to
the prior—to accelerate MCMC for high-dimensional Bayesian inverse problems with
nonlinear parameter-to-observable maps. One can estimate the active subspace as a
preprocessing step before beginning the MCMC. Since the active subspace is defined
with respect to the prior, its components can be estimated in parallel. If the lowdimensional structure is apparent, then the MCMC can be run on only the active
variables, which correspond to the subspace informed by the data. The inactive variables are constrained by the prior; they can be sampled independently as a postprocessing step to reconstruct a chain on the original parameter space. We have bounded
the error in the Hellinger distance between the true posterior and its approximation
with the active subspace. The bound is in terms of the eigenvalues and the error the
numerically estimated active subspace basis. We demonstrated the approach on (i) a
two-dimensional example with a quadratic forward model and one-dimensional active
subspace and (ii) a 100-dimensional example with a PDE-based forward model and a
two-dimensional active subspace.
The proposed approach has several limitations that practitioners should consider
when evaluating its appropriateness for their own Bayesian inverse problems. The
eigenvalues of C derived from the misfit’s gradient provide evidence of exploitable
low-dimensional structure. However, these eigenvalues may be misleading for a suitably irregular parameter-to-observable map. The eigenvectors associated with small
eigenvalues are reasonable directions to ignore in the parameter space on average. A
parameter-to-observable map with large, localized variability in a high-dimensional
parameter space may yield an estimated active subspace that misses important variation in the misfit. (Such irregular models cause problems for most inversion methods.)
Moreover, since the active subspace is derived from the misfit’s gradient, a misfit with
large gradients but small variation (such as an oscillating function) may have an active
subspace that favors directions of oscillation—even when other directions are more
appropriate for exploring the range of misfit values. We have not encountered this
scenario in practice, but it is possible to construct such functions; see [8, Chapter 1].
For a linear forward model, when the given data is in the tails of the forward model’s
likely outputs (i.e., propagated according to the prior), the active subspace may be
unduly influenced by the data vector. This insight is not directly relevant for MCMC,
since MCMC is not appropriate for linear forward models. However, it suggests that
deep understanding of how the data affect the active subspace may be needed for
some nonlinear forward models; we intend to pursue such analysis in future studies.
The practitioner should also be aware of scaling limitations of the proposed approach as the problem’s dimensions increase. Without additional acceleration (e.g.,
surrogate forward models or alternative structure-exploiting techniques), random walk
MCMC is practically limited to inference on a handful of parameters in expensive
nonlinear simulation models. If the active subspace for a given problem has dimension greater than 5 to 10, then the practitioner should consider a more sophisticated
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approach than random walk MCMC for efficient inference. For PDE-based inverse
problems, the holy grail is to infer a spatially varying parameter field, where the
number of parameters is the number of spatial discretization cells—which may be in
the millions for modern computational models. In the example from section 5.2, we
first assumed we could reduce the number of parameters from 10000 to 100 using
known correlation structure in the parameters. Without this reduction, we may have
needed thousands of realizations of the 10000-component gradient vector to estimate
the eigenpairs of C. Such computations are large enough to stress workstation-sized
computers. A more spatially refined computation—or one that originates from a
PDE in three spatial dimensions—would cause more stress. Moreover, there is no
guarantee that the misfit’s active subspace dimension would be small enough to permit efficient MCMC. Therefore, for practical PDE-based inverse problems, we expect
that estimating and exploiting an active subspace in the misfit would be one tool in
a comprehensive toolbox for Bayesian inference.
There are other variants of active subspace-accelerated MCMC that are worth
studying that we did not explore in this paper. For instance, one could define the
active subspace using the posterior instead of the prior as the integration measure;
this is similar to the likelihood-informed subspace [14]. Using the posterior would
allow the proper interpretation of the subspace components as conditional random
variables, but it would be more computationally expensive. Alternatively, one could
use the joint density of the data and parameters in place of the prior, which would
produce a data independent subspace. Another idea is to use the likelihood directly
as the differentiable, scalar-valued function, instead of its negative log (i.e., the misfit). Lastly, there may be a way to combine subspaces from the state covariance, the
matrix C from (2.2), and the average Hessian as in [14] to produce a more robust
dimension reduction. A thorough quantitative comparison to likelihood-informed subspace is beyond the scope of the current manuscript, but such a comparison would be
worthwhile.
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we carefully work out the derivation for (3.10), which uses the approximation g from (2.7). The following quantities
depend on x:
(A.1)

ρpos = ρpos (x),

π = π(x),

ρpri = ρpri (x),

f = f (x),

g = g(W1T x).

In the next derivation, we omit the explicit dependence on x to keep the notation
clean.
(A.2)
H 2 (ρpos , π) =
(A.3)

(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)

1
2

Z 

1

1

(ρpos ) 2 − (π) 2

2

dx

 1 !2
exp(−g) ρpri 2
−
dx
cπ
1 
 1 !2
Z 
1
exp(−f ) 2
exp(−g) 2
=
−
ρpri dx
2
cpos
cπ
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2
 1
2 
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
=
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1
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2
1
1
1
2
2
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(A.8)
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(A.9)
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2
ρpri dx

2
1
(f − g)
ρpri dx
2

(λn+1 + · · · + λm )

Line (A.2) is the definition of the squared Hellinger distance. Line (A.3) plugs in the
definitions of the posterior ρpos and approximate posterior π in terms of the misfit
and its approximation. Line (A.4) factors out the prior. Line (A.5) is verified by
inspection using the definitions of cpos (3.3) and cπ (3.8). Line (A.6) follows since the
omitted squared term is positive. Line (A.8) follows from the mean value theorem
and the fact that | exp(−x)| ≤ 1 for x ≥ 0. The last line follows from Theorem 2.1.
The constant cπ is bounded below using Jensen’s inequality,
Z
cπ = exp(−g) ρpri dx
 Z

≥ exp − g ρpri dx
(A.10)
 Z

= exp − f ρpri dx ,
where the last line follows from the construction of g in (2.7). Then the constant from
(A.9) can be bounded,

 Z
 −1
2
−1
1
1
.
(cpos cπ ) 2 ≤
cpos exp − f ρpri dx
(A.11)
8
8
Recalling the definition of cpos from (3.3) with the definition of the misfit,
Z
(A.12)
cpos =
exp(−f ) ρpri dx,
which completes the proof of (3.10).
Equations (A.2) through (A.8) are identical if π̂ replaces π, ĝ replaces g, and cπ̂
replaces cπ . The constant cπ̂ is bounded as
Z
cπ̂ = exp(−ĝ) ρpri dx
 Z

≥ exp − ĝ ρpri dx
(A.13)
 Z

= exp − f ρpri dx ,
where the last line follows from the unbiasedness of the Monte Carlo approximation
(2.9). Then (A.11) holds with cπ̂ replacing cπ . Finally, using Theorem 2.2 recovers
(3.11). Lines (3.12) and (3.13) use identical reasoning with the estimated eigenvectors
Ŵ and Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
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